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About This Game

NOTE: This game is still a work in progress so some parts of the game will not work
or will be missing.

Features:

Fast-Paced Multiplayer Action.

7 Different Weapons.

Lots of environments to fight on.

A lot of Cat Customization skins and gear sets.

Gore settings for people who don't want gore.

Classic Deathmatch.

You fight to the death with other cats to win the match!
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Title: Cat Warfare
Genre: Action, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Not-So Classic Games
Publisher:
Not-So Classic Games
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Dual-core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 750

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Made a cat and ran around shoot :3. Good potential. Maybe redesign the face of the cat models.. Very cool game i liked the part
where i was a cat shooting rockets. no players not a single one, I'm literally only one online, thrilling experience, I like it, been
playing this game for like 7 hours alone, and I think I got smarter, its like being Adam in the garden of Eden, no one joins the
server, course there is no one. I thought about the meaning of life, while shooting to stars, about the existence of purpose. what
is life? May be at the bottom of this lonely server there is an answer for everything mankind been looking? what is joy, and
sadness, after 3 hours I discovered most glitches and spots, after 5 hours of gameplay I was playing with bots, , even tho this
mode is not suported, but i created it, this is hideous, a silence and loneless can be more powerfull then actuall coding, see i
discovered that if you throw yourself out of building and quickly respond and run to that spot u can still quick scope your falling
body for a solid 20 sec. reallity. waht is reall? what if that any of this isnt reall and only this lonely server, a moment expirience
of existing, what IF THIS IS THE ONLY REALL THING THAT EXIST, IF I JUMP RIGHT NOW OUT OF MY WINDOW
WILL I SEE MYSELF FALLING?
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